Question
FININCAL ACCOUNTING- I(Element of Financial Accounting )
As per ___ ____ concept financial results are ascertained every year .
AS per ____ ____ concept every transaction has dual aspects.
Accounting standards are issued by
ASB is responsible for

Answer1

Answer2

Answer3

Answer4

accounting period
realisation
ICAI
making laws

going concern
dual aspect
ICWAI
Issue of Guidance Notes

materiality
accounting period
ICSI
advising Govt.

conservatism
entity
CLB
advising industry

_____ accounts are those of people
sales tax account is a ____ account
Loan account is a ______ account
Postage and telegram account is a _______ account
Received ₹4000 as advance from Pawar Bros.

goods
nominal
nominal
real
Debit Advance A/c ,
Credit Bank A/c

asset
real
personal
personal
Debit Bank A/c , Credit
Advance A/c

personal
personal
asset
nominal
Debit Pawar Bros . ,
Credit Bank A/c

Paid advance Rs. 8000 to Pawar Bros.

Debit Advance A/c ,
Credit Bank A/c

Debit Bank A/c , Credit
Advance A/c

Debit Pawar Bros . ,
Credit Bank A/c

Paid Telephone bill of the Proprietor of ₹ 1,500 . Which account will be credited ?
Paid for Printing and stationary Rs.3500. Which account will be debited ?

Telephone A/c
Cash A/c

Cash A/c
Drawings A/c

Drawing A/c
Profit and Loss A/c

When goods are sold to M and co. on credit , ______ account is debited and______ account is
credited
When goods are purchased on credit from M and co. , ______ account is debited and______
account is credited
Goods taken by the proprietor for his personal use should be debited to_____ account
Cash withdrawn from bank for office use is entered on the receipt side of the Cash Book in
the___ column, and on payment side of the Cash Book in the ___ column.
Current Bank Account is most suitable to ________
In which Cash Book record of minor payment of cash transactions is maintained ?

sales A/c, M and co A/c

Purchase A/c
Cash, Bank

purchase A/c , M and Co
A/c
purchase A/c , M and Co
A/c
Sales A/c
Bank, Cash

M and Co A/c ,
Purchase A/c
M and Co A/c ,
Purchase A/c
drawings A/c
Discount, Cash

liabilities
intangible
liability
valuation
Debit Bank A/c ,
Credit Pawar Bros .
A/c
Debit Bank A/c ,
Credit Pawar Bros .
A/c
Profit and Loss A/c
Printing and
stationary A/c
M and Co A/c , Sales
A/c
M and Co A/c , Sales
A/c
Goods A/c
Cash, L.F

salaried class
Two Column Cash Book

student class
Simple Cash Book

Business class
Petty Cash Book

Purchase Account will have a ___ balance
A debit in a Nominal account denotes an___
In case of overdraft, Bank column of cash book shows a ________ balance
Live Stock Account is a ______ Account
Totalling of ledger Accounts is referred as
When money is overdrawn from the bank the pass book shows a _________ balance.

Credit
Gain
Credit
Real
Totalling
Positive

Debit
Income
Debit
Personal
Casting
Debit

Squared up
Expense
Squared up
Impersonal
Posting
Credit

sales A/c, M and co A/c

Government
Triple Column
CashBook
Debit or Credit
Asset
Debit or Credit
Nominal
Narration
Zero

Question
Interest on overdraft charged by the bank is ________ to the Pass Book.
A debit balance of the Pass Book represents ___________
When reconciliation statement starts with the Cash Book debit balance ; Insurance premium
paid by the Bank but not entered in the Cash Book
When reconciliation statement starts with the Pass Book credit balance ; cheques issued but not
presented for payment are _________
_________ expenditure is shown in Profit & Loss Account
__________ expenditure does not give any future benefit.
Expenses incurred to keep the machine in working condition is ________ expenditure.
Wages paid for erection of machinery are _________ in nature.
Custom duty paid on raw material purchased is _________ expenditure.
Dividend received Rs. 10000 on investments is _________ receipt.
All the ________ assets depreciates .
Under ___________ system, amount of depreciation changes every year.
Under the _________ method of depreciation, the amount of depreciation is a certain
percentage of the original cost.
Another name for Straight Line Method is __________
Gopal bought machinery worth Rs. 60,000. Depreciation is charged at 5% on reducing balance
method. Calculate depreciation for second year.
Chitra Ltd. purchased a Printing Machine costing Rs. 50,000 including installation charges. The
estimated life of the machine is three years. The rate of depreciation is fixed at 50 % p.a. on
WDV basis; calculate depreciation for 3rd year.
A credit balance in trading account represents ____________
A debit balance in trading account represents ____________
Drawings are shown by way of deductions from __________ in the Balance Sheet
Capital opening balance plus ___________ - (Drawings ) = Capital closing balance
Opening stock of raw material is Rs. 10000, Purchases of raw material is Rs. 50000 and closing
stocks Rs. 20000 ; Materials consumed is ___________
Interest on capital can be allowed if there is a specific provision in the __________
When the drawings are made by partners at the end of each month interest on drawings will
be for __________ at an agreed rate.
For interest on capital of partners, _______________

Answer1
Debited
Zero
Added

Answer2
Credited
Normal balance
Deducted

Answer3
Presented
Positive
No effect

Answer4
matched
Overdraft
Added and deducted

Added

Deducted

No effect

Added and deducted

Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Fixed
WDV
WDV

Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Current
Fixed Installment
Fixed Installment

Deffered Revenue
Deffered Revenue
Deffered Revenue
Deffered Revenue
Deffered Revenue
Deffered Revenue
Floating
Straight line
Reducing Balance

Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Intangible
Sinking Fund
Sinking Fund

Fixed installment
Method
Rs. 6000

Reducing Balance
Method
Rs. 5400

Diminishing Balance
Method
Rs. 3000

Sinking Fund Method
Rs. 2850

Rs. 50000

Rs. 25000

Rs. 12500

Rs. 6250

Gross Profit
Gross Profit
Capital Account
Gross Profit
Rs. 80000

Gross Loss
Gross Loss
Fixed Assets
Gross Loss
Rs. 60000

Net Profit
Net Profit
Investments
Net Profit
Rs. 10000

Net Loss
Net Loss
Current Liabilities
Net Loss
Rs. 40000

Companies Act

Partnership Deed

6 months

5 months

Articles of Association Memorandum of
Association
6.5 months
5.5 months

Interest on Capital A/C is Interest on Capital A/C is Partner's Capital A/C Partner's Current A/C
debited
credited
is debited
is debited

Question
When partner's capitals are fixed, interest on capital is credited to ___________

Answer1
Interest on Capital A/C

Answer2
Answer3
Answer4
Interest on Drawings A/C Partner's Capital A/C Partner's Current A/C

Share of profit of partners, Salary to partners, Interest on Partner's capital A/C are debited to
___________
Introduction to Financial System
last resort lending functions are performed by______________
A system of integrated markets, institutions etc are called __________ system
Short term government money market instrument is ________________
A derivative is a ____________________management tool
A Bullish trend is when the price is expected to _______________
A Put option gives the right to ______________the underlying
_________________gives the right but not the obligation to buy or sell the underlying
Trading involves _____________ buying and selling
CCILis a ___________ house
CDSL is a ____________
Paying and out of money happens from ___________ account
the smallest component of own capital is called ___________
NCD's are___________
Currency Dealers Association of India is a part of _________ market
SEBI Act was passed in the year ___________
BSE Sensex consist of ____________stocks
___________deals with short term claims of less than 1 year
_______________market is a new issue market
___________is the first time issue of shares
Nifty is the index of ______________
________________shares have the right to dividend and bonus shares
___was created in 1984 as the only mutual fund company and enjoyed monopoly till 1988

Manufacturing A/C

Trading A/C

Profit & Loss A/C

Profit & Loss
Appropriation A/C

CBI
monetary
T Bill
Risk
increase
Buy
Forward
infrequent
depository
clearing house
bank
bonds
convertible
forex
1995
50
money market
Secondary
FPO
NSE
preference
SBI

RBI
financial
Shares
Money
Decrease
Sell
Futures
occasional
bank
depository
depository
debentures
non convertible
bank
2000
100
primary market
primary market
IPO
BSE
equity
RBI

SBI
civic
Bonds
Capital
not change
Increase
Options
frequent
clearing
bank
trading
CP's
semi convertible
repo
1992
30
secondary market
tertiary
MBO
MCX
debentures
UTI

PNB
educational
CD's
Finance
reverse
reverse
Swaps
zero
non clearing
NBFC
clearing
shares
not issued
commodity
2005
66
capital market
capital
RBI
NCDEX
stock split
AMFI

________________was the first depository in the country
Dematerialisation is also called as_____________
_______________is a custodian of shares
Raising own capital happens by issuing_______________
________________is a credit rating agency
Long term loan capital can be raised from ____________________market
Interest rates in a bond is called _________________rate

CIBIL
DEMAT
SBI
Equity shares
AMFI
Equity
Money

NEFT
REMAT
RBI
Debentures
IRDA
Debt
dividend

NSDL
SEMAT
Depository
CP's
SEBI
Money
bonus

CCIL
OOMAT
Brokers
CD's
CIBIL
FOREX
coupon

Question
__________________is a portal maintained by RBI for trading in Debt
A discount bond will give __________________value on maturity
Repurchase transactions are also called as ______________
________________is the regulator of Money Market
_________________is an example of an NBFC institution
Surplus units refers to those who have ____ funds.
Deficit units refers to those lack in fund & need to ____.
The financial transaction is carried out at a common place known as ___.
The primary role of any financial system is to act as transfer of resources from____.
_____ is a link between the surplus economic units & deficit economic units.
The financial system helps to reduce the ____ of source.
Secondary markets are markets for___.
The debt market is the financial market for___.
Capital markets deals in the ____ claims.
The most perfect monetary system humans created was ____ system.
The gold currency standard is a system in which international currencies are ___to specific
amount of gold.
The development in telecommunication was named as the era of ____.
The world war 1 started in _____.
The start of the great depression is usually attributed to sudden collapse of ______ stock
market.
ELSS stands for ---------------.

Answer1
NDS
Face
Price
SBI
Bank
Excess
Invest
Capital Market
borrowers to savers
Market system
risk
flexible security
flexible security
short term
Gold standard
calculated

Answer2
CDS
Interest
Coupons
RBI
LIC
deficit
Deposit
International Market
savers to borrowers
Financial System
return
fixed security
fixed security
medium term
capital standard
pegged

Answer3
SEBI
Default
REPO
DHFI
RBI
fixed
Borrow
Money Market
bankers to lender
Capital system
claims
used security
used security
long term
Money standard
found

Answer4
FEDAI
Intrinsic
AMFI
IDBI
RRB
variable
Lend
Financial Market
business to banker
Service system
income
fresh security
fresh security
flexible term
currency standard
returned

telephonic period
1915
USA

communication period
1916
Japan

golden period
1917
UK

olden period
1914
Korea

Enterprise Linked Saving Equity Linked Savings
Scheme
Scheme

Equity Linking Savings Entrepreneurs Linking
System
Savings System

The bank of international settlement was established in 1930 in ___ in Switzerland.
BUSINESS ECONOMICS -I
Adam smith is referred as the _________.
The term the "rise over run" is related to__________.
Functions can be both_________and______.

IMF

WTO

BASEL

SDR

Father of Economics
Slope
Explicit and Implicit

Father of concepts
Analyse
Arbitrary and Implicit

Father of Sooilogy
Terms
Outside and Inside

Economics is considered as both positive and ___________.
Revenue function is an important factor on the _______________side.
If the price of orange juice falls the demand for apple juice will____________
Which of the following is not a complementary good for pen and _______________

Social
Supply
Increase
Refill

Marginal
Inferior
Decrease
Paper

Father of tool
Labour
Procurement and
Arbitrary
Friction
quality
Remain the same
Notebook

Normative
veblen
Become negative
Rice

Question
Total Cost =

Answer1
Answer2
Quantity x Variable Cost Price x Cost

Answer3
Price x Variable

A theory may contain all but one of the following

An unorganised
collection of facts about
the real world
Normative
-3.8

A set of definitions of the A set of assumptions One or more
terms used
hypotheses
Positive
-1.2

Neutral
1

Descriptive
6

1

5

0.5

15

Price

Income

Cross

Promotional

positive

negative

zero

infinite

Joint Demand
90
AFC +AVC
Smart TV
Unemployment

Composite Demand
80
TCn-TCn-1
Diamond
Other determinants

Derived
60
TVC/Q
Car
Explanatory variables

Direct
20
TFC/Q
Wheat
Low cost variables

Average product

Total product

Marginal product

Total utility lines

Law of diminishing
returns
200, 240, 290, 310`

Economics of scale

Diseconomies of scale

0, 40, 90, 110

Law of variable
proportion
10, 50, 100, 140

Short-run phenomenon

Timeless
Direction less
phenomenon
phenomenon
internal diseconomies external
diseconomies
Maximise profit
No profit
economies of
distribution

Business Economics is generally ____ in nature.
The quantity DD of a commodity increases from 6,000 Units to 8,000 Units due to increase in
advertisement expenditure from Rs46,000 to Rs 42,000 Calculate Promotional elasticity of
demand.(EA)
Initial price is Rs 5000 and 10,000 units are demanded . New Price is Rs 1000 and 1500 units are
demanded. Calculate price elasticity of demand,
The elasticity in relation to the change of the price of other goods and services is called as
________ elasticity of demand.
If two commodities are not related to each other, then cross elasticity of demand will be
_________.
When goods demanded are used for more than one purpose is ________demand.
Calculate quantity demanded for Mango at Rs. 5 when Qm = 100-2Pm
Average Total Cost =
_____________ is not a luxurious good
In the equation, Dx= f (Y, Px, Py, A, U), U refers to ______________
_______ is the total quantity of the commodity produced by using fixed and variable factors of
production.
If the LAC curve falls as output expands, this is due to _____.
If Total cost (TC) is 100, 140, 190, 210 and Total Fixed Cost (TFC) is 100 then, what is Total
Variable cost (TVC)? ___________
Return to scale is a _________.
The downward slope of LAC curve is subject to the _______.

internal economies

Break-even analysis is used to determine how much quantity of its product it must sale to
___________
Internal economies are also termed as economies of _______________

Make profit

Medium-run
phenomenon
economics and
diseconomies
No Profit No loss

Large scale production

Economies of benefit

Answer4
Quantity x Price

50, 60, 70, 90,

economies of
distribution

Question
The Cost incurred on hire factor of production.
___________________ is the cost of producing an additional unit of output.
Which of the following is not correct under the dominant-firm price leadership model?

Answer1
Explicit and Implicit
Variable
all firms except the
dominant firm are price
takers.

Answer2
Explicit
Fixed
the dominant firm acts as
the residual monopolistic
supplier.

In perfect Competition , Price of commodity' X' is Rs 40.What will be the MR?
There is no consumer surplus in ____________________ price discrimination.
___________ pricing refers to prices of certain goods fixed by the government.
___________ is the cost incurred on producing an additional unit of a commodity.
Public undertakings producing essential public goods may charge _____ price equal to MC.

30
First degree
Skimming
Additional Cost
Higher

50
Second degree
Dumping
Incremental Cost
Lower

Answer3
Implicit
Additional Cost
the demand curve
faced by the
dominant firm is
flatter than the
market demand
curve.
40
Third degree
Management
Marginal Cost
similar

Commodities purchased by higher income group are priced higher than _______ .
Monopolistic Competition was introduced by
Public utilities give rise to _______________ monopoly

total cost
J.M.Keynes
Natural

Marginal cost
Adam Smith
Legal Sources

Transfer cost
Average cost
Milton Friedman
Edward Chamberlin
Technical Knowledge Business reputation

isoquants are _________ to the origin

Perpendicular

Convex

Concave

Technological economies of scale can only be feasible for a business if _________.

Banks lend money for
the purchase of highly
expensive technology

Kink demand curve is a unique feature of _____________
To regulate monopoly price, Government imposes a price based on _____
Multiple product producing firm must consider the ____ of change in the price of one brand on
the other.
______ is used to ensure quality & to prevent competition.
Administered pricing is implemented by Government ________.
Charges are less for cotton and high for iron is due to____________
A firm may use ______________ to avoid taxes.
The _____________________ for a commodity is determined in the market by the market
demand & market supply.

Oligopoly
Average cost
quantity

Straight Line
Downward sloping
Capital equipment is
There is an economic There is sufficient
capable of producing
boom
market demand for
mass units of a product in
the product
a short time
Monopoly
Monopolistic
Perfect Competition
Total cost
Marginal cost
Transfer cost
Impact
quality
volume

skimming
To make profit
Two tariff pricing
Transfer Pricing
unit of output

Tying
to check inflation
Nature of product
Marginal Pricing
Price

Penetration
To reduce cost
Price lining
Production pricing
Competition

Answer4
Sunk Cost
Incremental Cost
All are Price maker

20
Local discrimation
Administered
Fixed Cost
extra

Prestige pricing
To impress
Peak load pricing
Constant Pricing
Advertising

Question
_______ is a form of non-price competition.

Answer1
Opportunity Value

Answer2
Intrinsic Cost

Answer3
Discounts

Answer4
Value for the product

A company producing interrelated products adopt ____ pricing.
_____________are taxes one country imposes on the goods and services imported from
another country.
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION -I
The word 'computer' is derived from the ____ word 'computer' which means to calculate.

Multiple product
Income Tax

Transfer
GST

Marginal cost
Tariffs

Mark-up
Professional tax

Latin

French

Greek

Japanese

_______is another important component that enables a computer to store, at least temporarily, Gigabyte
data and programs.
_______________ are a way of collating & distributing news from different sources.
Sharing
PDF stands for ________________.
Portable document file

Memory

Input

Output

Upload
Planned Document file

___________ is the quickest means of transmitting messages.
A ___________ is a website that someone is writing publicly, reflecting his/her own views and
interests.
__________________ service closed forever at 9pm in India on 14th July,2013.
____________ communication refers to representation, storage, retrieval & dissemination of
text, graphics, images, audio & video.
________ is a voluntary, co-operative undertaking which is not owned by any one
individual,organisation or government.
A _______ is something or person acting as a substitute, put in place of the original.

Fax
Fax

Email
Status

Newsfeed
tagging
Porting Document file Portable document
format
Post
telegram
Blog
Letter

Fax
Multimedia

Courier
Video Conferencing

Post
Tele Conferencing

Telegram
Extranet

Internet

Telephone

Email

Fax

CSR

IPR

Surrogate

It is a proven fact that the GDP of villages after electrification has at least ________.
Policy against child labour is a _______ part of corporate social responsibility.
Medical waste management should be a major concern and responsibility of _______
organisations.
CSR agenda involves the co-operation among a wide variety of _______ to be addressed
effectively.
_______ involves the protection of privacy and intellectual property rights for software.

Tripled
Normal
Metallic

Quadrupled
Abnormal
Healthcare

Organisational
Pattern
Doubled
Special
FMCG

Halved
Subnormal
Financial

Institutional Investors

Creditors

Consumers

Stakeholders

Piracy

Computer Ethics

Business Ethics

_______ can be said to evolve from religion, spirituality, law and social relations.
In the Chambers Dictionary, 'ethics' is a code of behaviour considered ________.
The combination of responsible market-oriented behaviour and social concerns can be called
_______.

Principles
Correct
CSR

Rules
Incorrect
IPR

Organisational
Pattern
Ethics
Best
Copyright

Manners
Better
Meetings

Question
Law does not allow people to profit by ________.
_______ is direct advertising.
_______ is an exclusive right granted be a sovereign state for an invention.
Developed countries often dump their ________ in developing countries.
_______ means stealing.
Peak and Peek. These are two words with same pronunciation but different meaning and
spelling. They are called as ___________.
Sun and Son. These are two words with same pronunciation but different meaning and spelling.
They are called as ___________.
The_________ is the complimentary greeting with which the writer opens his letter

Answer1
Business
Step Advertising
Patent
Human Resources
Piracy
homonyms

Answer2
Insurance
Surrogate advertising
Surrogate
Minerals
Copyright
homographs

Answer3
Service
adopted advertising
Copyright
Raw materials
Intellectual rights
homophones

Answer4
Patents
Foster advertising
Creative right
E-waste
Property patents
homology

homonyms

homographs

homophones

homology

Mailing notation

Salutation

Complimentary-close Letter

________ in the business letter makes a record on the copy which serves to indentify the letter
for filing purposes.
The appearance of business letter takes the place of a ______ and represents the firm sending
it.
A mean of exchange of information idea or opinions between person while undertaking business
activities is known as________.
_________ is the most modern letter style.
A good business letter is simple and straightforward without being simplistic or________.

Reference line

Inside Address

Subject line

Date line

Salesman

Director

Manager

Profit

Business like

Business correspondence Business formalities

Business matters

Modified-block
Panoramic

Full-block
Paternal

Simplified
Patriotic

Block
Patronizing

__ helps reader to know the purpose of the letter immidiately
Reference of Unsolicited letter is __ source
__ highlights applicant's strong points
There are __ basic types of resumes
__ resume includes elements of chronological and functional format
__ writes recommendation letter
__ provides opportunity to talk with admission committee
Every Sentence must begin with a ______ letter.
_____ directs people to their destinations.
_______ voice is most important in oral communication.
The comma is used to indicate ________ in the sentence.
_______ is a letter of warning given by the management to an employee who has failed in the
duties
_______ are those who settle their accounts on time

Date
Indirect
CV
One
Clear
Boss
CV
Small
Tables
Neighbor's
The End
Waring

Subject line
Direct
Letter
Two
Combined
Applicant
Statement of purpose
Large
Pie Charts
Outsider's
Pause
Memo

Letterhead
Newspaper
Resignation letter
Three
Functional
Seller
Resume
Capital
Google maps
Organizer's
Start
Notice

Closing paragraph
Media
Memo
four
Bio-data
Referee
Resignation letter
Hypertext
Bar Diagrams
Speaker's
Infinity
Agenda

Creditors

Investors

Prompt pay
customers

Loyal customers

Question
Suggestions schemes are methods by which the _______ of an organisation can make
suggations to their seniors
________ is a transaction by which land or any other property may be given as security for
repayment of a loan
The stage which involves turning ideas into sentences is called as ____________
____________ involves checking your paragraphs for mistakes and corrections
____________ is one of the purpose of paragraph
One of the characteristics of paragraph is ___________
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
If a,b,c are positive real numbers and if a/b>1, then_______
If a,b,c are positive real numbers and if a/b<1, then_______
The compound ratio of 3/2, 1/5 and 2/9 is _______
If 0.75:x::5:8 then x is equal to _________
A statement which is expressed as an equivalence of two ratios is known as ______
A combination of direct and universe variations of one or more than one variable is known as
_______
Find the fourth proportion to 2,3,6_
If 2:9::x:18 then value of x is_________
Unit of ratio is _____
On what value discount is calculated?
On which of the following percent profit or profit is calculated?
Commission is usually a percentage of __________value
Printed price on goods is called _______
The brokerages from buyer and seller are __________ while calculating total brokerage in a deal
of the broker
The brokerage for the buyer of a flat is to be __________ while considering the total amount
for the buyer.
The brokerage for the seller of a flat is to be __________ while considering the total amount
for the seller.
A reduction given on the invoice price for cash payment is called _________ discount .
The final price after deducting all the discounts which is considered for the transaction is
called________
(Cost price - selling) price is equal to__
The price at which a particular item is purchased by a shopkeeper is known as_________

Answer1
CEO

Answer2
Workers

Answer3
Investors

Answer4
Shareholders

Mortgage

Investment

Holding

Loan

Reading
Writing
To create conflicts
Connect

Brainstorming
Self Editing
To create confusion
Well - developed

Writing
Pre - writing
To create ambiguity
Confusion

Speaking
Reading
To explain an idea
Conflicts

a/b>a-c/b-c>1
a/b<a+c/b+c<1
3/8
1.12
Proportion
direct variation

a/b>ac/bc>1
a/b<a-c/b-c<1
3/2:1/5:2/9
1.2
variation
inverse variation

a+c/b+c>a/b>1
a/b<ac/bc<1
1/15
1.25
Ratio
joint variation

a/b>a+c/b+c>1
a+c/b+c<1/b<1
1/12
13
Probability
complex variation

18
2
cm
selling price
selling price
sales
List price
added

12
3
inches
market price
market price
cost
selling price
subtracted

9
4
no unit
cost price
cost price
market
cost price
multiplied

6
6
radius
profit
profit
profit
variable price
divided

added

subtracted

multiplied

divided

added

subtracted

multiplied

divided

cash
Discounted List price

trade
net selling price

manual discount
List price

full discount
cost price

discount
cost price

marked price
discount

profit
selling price

loss
marked price

Question
Sale price of a marked product at 250/-. On which cash discount was 10% is ____
If the Sales Price is 672 and the profit is 5%, then the cost price should be______
A trader sold a television for $1500. The price should he sell to get a profit of 20% is_____

Answer1
225
630
1500

Answer2
125
649
1700

Answer3
325
640
1800

The price at which an article is sold to the customer known as_________
Process of loan repaymnet by installment payments is classified as_______

cost price
amortizing a loan

discount
depreciation a loan

selling price
appreciation a loan

Which one of the following is a procedure of finding out the present value?

Discounting

compounding

marked price
appreciation of
investment
time value of money annuity due

An annuity in which payment is made at the end of period is called ________
An annuity in which payment is made at the start of period is called ________
An annuity in which payment is made upto a certain event taking place is called ________

Annuity due
Annuity due
annuity certain

annuity certain
annuity certain
immediate annuity

immediate annuity
immediate annuity
uniform annuity

uniform annuity
uniform annuity
contingent annuity

An annuity in which payment is made upto a certain person is alive is called ________
An annuity in which not all payments are equal is called ______
EMI stands for ____

annuity certain
annuity certain
Equated monthly
installments
Less than

immediate annuity
immediate annuity
Equated monetary
installments
More than

uniform annuity
uniform annuity
Equated monetary
investments
equal to

life annuity
variable annuity
Equated monthly
investments
Less than or equal to

Less than
yearly

More than
half-yearly

equal to
quarterly

not equal to
monthly

Less than
zero

More than
one

equal to
100

not equal to
2

principal
Reducing balance
method
an integer only

sum
Flat rate method

Both (a) and (b)
Repayment method

interest
discounting

a fraction only

an integer or a
fraction
PSP

an irrational number

NAV
Dividend pull-back
plan

AMC
Dividend
reinvestment plan

Simple interest is always ____ than compound interest
The future value of an amount is always _______ its present value
The compound interest of an amount for 1 year @ 12 % p.a. will be maximum if the compound
interest is calculated_____
The present value of an amount is always _______ its future value
The difference between simple and compound interest on an amount at r % p.a. after one year
is
The amount which is borrowed or lent is called_________
When the EMI are calculated using present value of the annuity with compound interest ,the
method is called ________
The number of units of a mutual fund that can be purchased or redeemed is usually.

An investment plan which allows an investor to invest a fixed sum of money at regular intervals SIP
is called________
A load is expressed as a percentage of __________
SIP
A mutual fund plan that puts back the dividend amount into the plan automatically is
Growth plan
called__________

NAV
NFO
dividend growth plan

Answer4
230
700
2000

fund

Question
Rs. 60000 are invested in a mutual fund with NAV Rs. 153712 and an entry load of 2.25%. The
number of units purchased are___________
If the simple interest on Rs. 30000 for 4 years is Rs 9600,the rate of interest is _____
Rs. 30000 are invested in a mutual fund with NAV Rs. 56.88 and an entry load of 2.25%. The
units (rounded off upto 3 decimal places) are all redeemed at a later date at an NAV of Rs. 59.12
and no exit load. The total gain is Rs.
A person invested Rs. 20000 in a mutual fund when the NAV was Rs. 154139 and redeemed all
of them the NAV was 162412. The rate of return on investment is
The charge to an Investor at the time of he redeems his units from the fund is known as _____.

Answer1
3885.498

Answer2
387.498

Answer3
3887.498

Answer4
3837.498

6%
500

10%
499.21

8%
512.38

7%
492.16

5.3672%

5.3606%

5.6372%

5.6327%

Recovery charge

Repurchase charge

Redemption charge

Exit load

If a share is available at a premium , then its market value is _______

equal to its face value

A person redeemed 438.128 units of a mutual fund at an NAY of Rs. 68.234 and an exit load of
0.5%. The amount received was Rs.
BUSINESS ENVIROMENT
Entrepreneurs convert ideas into real ________ to establish its utility
Objectives provides the basis for strategic __________
SWOT analysis is useful to match organisation's resources with the ___________
Business helps in ________ of employment opportunities
Scanning of prevailing environment is necessary for __________

29746.28

higher than its face value less than its face
value
29771.12
29764.82

not equal to its face
value
29124.12

Success
Decision making
Environment
Bridging
Profit making

Objective
Product desinging
Price
Objecting
Information Purpose

profit
Advertising
Style
Creation
Reducing prices

In manufacturing sector, micro enterprise has investment upto ________
Business and _________ are dependent on each other
_________ personnel are needed to conduct environmental analysis
________ brought modern style of business to India
Natural environment creates new problems and ________
Environmental analysis is synonymous with environmental ________
____________ stability ensures sound environmental analysis
___________ will guide a consumer to make ethical decision
Ethical ________ covers internal environment of the organisation
Members of the organisation _________ corporate culture
Ethics is a ________ science
_________ refers to a code of conduct to be followed by business
Ethical dilemma brings about ______ conflict
Corporate culture earns _________ reorganization

Rs. 10 Lakh
Objectives
Young
East India Company
Solutions
Scanning
Sales
Impulse
Response
Disfavor
Moral
Culture
Regulatory
Financial

Rs. 2 Lakh
Profit
Skilled
USA
Opportunities
Review
Customer
Incapacity
Practice
Share
Physical
Issue
External
Economic

Rs. 25 Lakh
Businessman
Many
MNCs
Threats
Feedback
Political
Institution
Rules
Enjoy
Abstract
Business ethics
Mental
Political

Parameters
Pricing
Choice
Finding
Adjusting business
policies
Rs. 20 Lakh
Resources
New
TNCs
Blessing
Changes
Profit
Greed
Climate
Dislike
Human
Planning
Regular
Social

Question
Corporate culture exert powerful influence on ______
Ethics deal with ____________ in the business
Corporate culture ________ over a period of time
Corporate culture is _________
If it is _________ , is is ethical too
Good ethics is ____________ business
To create employment opportunities is the responsibility of the business towards
To charge fair price is a social responsibility towards
To make good quality products is a social responsibility towards
Protection of environment is the responsibility of ____________
Eco friendly technology is also called __________ technology
Carbon dioxide gas effects the _________
Tree plantation is __________ to pollution control
___________ is observed as the world environment day
Carbon credit is a __________ term.
Carbon credit means ____________ to emit 1 tone of Carbon
___________ certificate shows that a company has removed carbon from environment
_________ company was the first to perform social audit in India
One of the dis advantage of MNC and TNC is that they ___________

Entering into Mergers and Amalgamations is a __________ growth strategy
External growth strategies are basically aimed at ________

Answer1
Society
Conviction
Shows
Collective
Demographic
Better
society
stakeholders
stakeholders
all
yellow
pollution
useful
05-Apr
financial
prohibition
Carbon credit
UTI
provide employment
opportunity
provide employment
opportunity
external
survival

The Foreign trade policy of India seeks to have a ________
The Foreign trade policy of India seeks to have a ________

balanced development imbalance
market for Indian goods imbalance

high turnover
high turnover

Trade liberalisation helps in ________

centralisation

promoting relations

promoting inequality promoting imbalance

Trade liberalisation helps in ________

centralisation

decentralisation

promoting inequality promoting imbalance

The term OECD stands for _____________

Organisation for
European co-operation
and development

Organisation for
Economic co-operation
and development

Organisation for
Economic Capability
Development

One of the dis advantage of MNC and TNC is that they ___________

Answer2
Managers
Punishment
Develops
Separate
Written
Best
employees
directors
directors
shareholders
green
company
dangerous
05-Feb
generic
permission
Government
TISCO
provide good R&G facility

Answer3
Competitors
Law
Presents
Joint
Legal
Good business
directors
customers
customers
directors
pollution free
nature
harmful
05-Aug
financial
tradable certificate
Pollution
APIL
promote global trade

Answer4
Pricing
Morality
Decreases
Combined
Physical
Bad
applicants
employees
employees
company
white
climate
not useful
05-Jun
fiscal
consultation
Oxygen credit
WIPRO
effect small industry

provide good R&G facility promote global trade interfere in political
system
internal
strategic
Planning
gaining significant growth stability
basic profit
high equality
high equality

Organisation for
Economic Cartel
Denomination

Question
Indis has a long history of __________ in balance of trade
India efforts for increasing export's and decreasing imports are ___________
Advantage of MNC and TNC is that they ___________

Answer1
equality
effective
provide employment
opportunity
Conglomerate

Answer2
trading
balancing
charge recklessly
vertical

Answer3
surplus
not effective
use resources
according to them
parallel

Answer4
deficit
creative
invest only in
profitable segment
horizontal

10

20

22

15

Which group of the following religions originated in India ?

Hinduism, Christianity,
Islam and Jainism

Christianity, Hinduism,
Jainism and Buddhism

Jainism, Buddhism,
Hinduism and
Sikhism

Which one of the following states does not have the worst sex ratio in India according
to the 2011 census report ?
Which one of the following is not a reason for the lower sex ratio in India ?

Punjab

Haryana

Buddhism,
Zorostraniasm,
Hinduism and
Jainism
Gujarat

better educational
violence against women
facilities for women
More people speaking a More people speaking
language
two language

poor nourishment to
girl children
Number of language
spoke by the people

male domination
over women
Language of different
countries.

The constitution of India has approved of _____ languages
__________ many languages and dialects are spoken by people all over the world
__________ is the language with the richest vocabulary.
________ population is living below poverty line in India.
The following is the method to estimate the poverty line in India________.
____________ is the state with the highest energy consumption in India.
Majority of the tribal follow ______
Rural areas face the problem of ________

50
6000
English
63%
Investment method
Andhra Pradesh
Islam
seasonal unemployment

30
7000
Hindi
28%
Income method
Maharashtra
Sikhism
traffic

33
1000
German
26%
Income method
West Bengal
Christianity
slums

Which of the following statements is untrue?

Rural population has a
much lower literacy rate
as compared to urban
population.
rural area

The village communities
are heterogeneous in
nature.

22
4000
French
50%
Human method
Tamil Nadu
Hinduism
high population
density
Rural people have
intimate relationships
with each other.

taluka

urban

gram Panchayat

A automobile company merges with a tyre making company is a _________ merger
FOUNDATION COURCES
The Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution lists _____ languages as of today.

____________ means linguistic diversity.

A _______ is a geographical area constituting a city or a town.

Maharashtra

The rural people are
in close contact with
nature.

Question
Which of the following statements is untrue?

Answer2
Answer3
Answer4
Nuclear families are more In urban community People in urban areas
popular in urban areas
there is emphasis on are conservative
rationality.

Urbanity and density are ________

Answer1
The density of
population in urban
areas is greater than in
rural community.
positively correlated

negatively correlated

inversely correlated

diagonally correlated

The social and political forces that influence the growth of a human are defined as ______

religion

demography

culture

public policy

In estate system, the ___________ performed religious duties.
Mar Weber identified ___________ dimensions of social stratification.
The Varna system classifies Hindus into ___________ main castes
The reservation policy accepted by the _____________ government has brought in it’s wake a
lot of social unrest.
Casteism violates the ___________ right to equality as well as the democratic principles of our
constitution.
The social status and education of the backward castes is still an issue due to the narrowminded
approach of the____________.
A __________ person may be sceptical about ideas and practices of people belonging to other
religions.
India is a __________ nation where several religions co-exist different in nature.
_________ diversity is the quality of diverse or different cultures, as opposed to monoculture

Aristocrats
Three
Three
Manmohan Singh

clergy
Four
Four
R.P.Singh

serfs
five
five
Sindhu singh

Class
six
six
V.P.Singh

economic

fundamental

social

fundamental duties

upper castes

lover castes

middle caste

tribles

social

economic

religious

political

secular
Financial

democratic
Economical

religious
Cultural

political
Technological

For the purpose of Census, literate is any person who can ____________.

talk
Female foeticide

give speeches on
economical issues
Miscarriage

speak English

A gender-selective abortion where a female fetus is illegally terminated solely based on the
reason that the fetus is a girl.
Type of domestic violence against women:

read or write in any
language
Infanticide

Claustrophobia

Dowry harassment

Eve teasing

Type of Social violence against women:

Bride burning

Sexual harassment at
workplace
Dowry harassment

Which of the following is NOT the type of victimiser of violence against women.

Psychopaths

Calm, composed person

Maltreatment of
women
Sociopaths

Mass media portray positive role towards women by:

Depicting poor taste in
women

Publicising derogatory
remarks against women

Providing social
support to women

Sexual harassment at
workplace
Victims of childhood
violence
Dramatising women
related violent
programmes

Bride burning

Question
Violence against women may happen due to:
First female doctor in India:
Agatha Sangma, Ambika Soni, Supriya Sule are examples of:

Answer1
male dominance
mentality
Sarla Thakral
women pilot

Answer2
consideration of women
as a Shakti
Anandibai Gopal Joshi
female politicians

Answer3
affection towards
women
Shivangi Singh
national athletes

Bride burning is a type of _________ violence against women
Raja Rammohan Roy opposed the pratice of __________

criminal
Sati practice

domestic
Eve teasing

The major cuses of declining sex ratio is _____________
According to census definition a worker is categorized as '_____' if she/he has worked for 6
months or more.
The _____ of the upper castes has always been to consolidate and maintain their high social
status.
Anti–Hindi agitations took place in _____ India.
______________ enforce any restriction with regard to inter – dining and inter – marriage.

Poverty
Main worker

social
Sexual harassment at
workplace
Pollution
total workers

Answer4
respect towards
women
Kiran Bedi
female news
reporters
workplace
Dowry harassment

Smoking
marginal workers

Unemployment
Regular worker

high caste

lower castes

Attitude

Value

Northern
Caste system

Southern
sub -caste

Western
lower castes

eastern
upper caste

Preamble is the soul of the ________
The Word _______means equal respect for all religions
______means that there will be representative and responsible system of government
________justice aims at setting up of a society where there is equal social status for all and
there is no discrimination on any grounds
______ of the individual means the personality of each individual should be recognized and
respected
There are ______ Schedules in the structure of the Indian constitution that indicate the policy of
the Government
The Constitution of India came into effect on ________1950
According to the Indian Constitution there are ________types of emergency
Every citizen of India completing _______ years of age and above is entitled to vote
Political justice gives universal adult franchise, equal opportunity to all citizens and ________of
minority
Rights and duties are ___________ term.
The main aim of the Women Reservation Bill is to reserve ____________ percent seats in Look
Sabha and all state legislative assemblies for women.
The fundamental Duties are general guidelines meant for the ____________of the citizens

regional
sovereign
Republic
Political

constitution
secular
Liberty
Social

politics
socialist
Democratic
Economic

nation
liberity
Fraternity
Republic

Dignity

Liberty

Equality

Monopoly

22

12

32

46

26th November
two
20
protection

26th January
three
21
social

26th December
four
18
meaning

26th August
five
16
obligation

correlated
33

combined
50

coincident
75

mixed
100

good Conduct

discipline

peace

confidence

Question
The ___________ are general guidelines meant for the good conduct of the citizens.
In Fundamental Duties, to uphold and protect the _________ and integrity of India
According to Samuel Goldwyn, "90 percent of the art of living consist of getting on with people,
__________.
Tolerance helps to develop:

Answer1
fundamental Duties
sovereignty
One cannot stand

Answer2
religious Duties
harmony
we love

good conduct

strong immunity

Answer3
welfare Duties
fraternity
who have beautiful
mind
cordial relations

Communal harmony means creating peace among a
Peace and communal harmony helps to reduce
Peace and harmony enables the people to be more ______ in the society.
________is the chief architect of the Indian Constitution.

religion
regional differences
tolerant
Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar

region
communal conflicts
intolerant
Dr Rajendra Prasad

community
social conflicts
patriotic
Dr S Radhakrishnan

Answer4
public Duties
integrity
with whom we share
close bond
discipline among
citizens
caste
caste differences
friendly
Dr Durga Das Basu

Before 74th Constitutional amendment ____________ government were free to manage their
local bodies as they wished.

Union

State

Central

Local

